Problem With My Manual Transmission
I've driven manuals all my life and this has never happened to me. I haven't seen another post
about this issue with the 6 speed manual transmission on the F82. I've changed the fluid in all my
manual cars upon buying them. Usually with be voted. Could not changing transmission fluid
cause problems like this?

Although the number of manual transmission — or “stick
shift” — vehicles on the there are a few issues unique to
manual transmission vehicles that drivers should look All
of a sudden I have a lot of play in the shifter of my 2000
gmc sierra.
My 2003 Pontiac Vibe manual transmission failed at 58,000 miles. He admitted that it was a
defective transmission problem, and the dealership replaced. Overall manual transmission
problems in my opinion are less common than problems with automatic transmissions. In fact the
problems I have seen in most. The cost to fix a transmission is one of the Manual transmissions
typically run longer.
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I am having problems with my brand new (bought last Dec.) Perhaps
about 20% of the time when i take off in 1st gear the transmission pops
out of first gear. Is it a problem if I hear a scratching sound in my manual
transmission car driving in low gears? Does anyone know what this
might be and if it is a problem?
on 76 reports. Learn more about this problem, when it occurs and how to
fix it. Stripped reverse gear occured TWICE to my transmission and
replacement! I began noting transmission problems with my car in
February of 04. I have a manual transmission, and it will shift into the
other gears, but often upon starting. Hi, My 1999 Chevy S-10 4-cylinder
5-speed manual transmission with ~ 170K miles on it has an issue. The
clutch pedal pushe- English (en-GB)

The manual transmission in our 2015 Ford
Mustang GT makes a thud or clunk sound I
have the same issue on my 2015 GT with
performance pkg but it only.
I have a 2014 JK Rubicon and I've been consistently having issues with
my throw out bearing. It doesn't seem to be causing any major types of
issues right now. Volvo 6 speed manual transmission problems - I
thought the sound was wheel bearing i change both That's how I get my
parts and all my mechanical advice. Hello, I have been having a number
of intermittent transmission problems with my 2014 Mazda 6 since I
bought it, and it's made my first new car. My problems are: In arcade
automatic mode, the car acts as if the transmission is disconnected from
the engine, so it basically revs to redline without moving. When I was
finding my car, it took awhile to find one with a manual tranny. No
problem! I can pull the manual transmission out of my car in an
afternoon. My 1994 Honda Civic LX make whiney noises in 1st and 2nd
gear. grinding noise is common to most manual transmissions and does
not indicate a problem.
I had the same problem with my brother's v6 the first time I drove it. has
the Aisin AY6 manual transmission and it is more prone to shift
problems when cold.
Hi , i had a similar issue with my 1992 900 , the reverse gear idler was
worn because the shims in the back of the reverse gear were completly
worn out , so.
I have a brand new 2015 Mustang GT. And at 244 miles on the
odometer it has manual.

We have a 2001 Saturn SL2, manual transmission. We recently My FIL
had the same issue but with a Mazda MPV (older model, 2000 or so).
Would just.
I ve posted a few times on here as have others eg http: forum ?f=12
amp,t=1383 about shifting issues with the 6spd manual transmission. I ve
owned my Kizashi. I have a 1998 Jeep Cherokee Sport, manual
transmission (the 6 cylinder From what I've read this could be due to a
clutch problem (namely, a broken but maybe thats just my
misunderstand of how clutches/manual transmission works. Agreed, you
should have no problem at all. I looked for a while for my last used car
because I specifically wanted a manual transmission. Ended up probably.
My M7 transmission pops out of 5th gear and GM cant duplicate it to fix
it. sold my c6, they.
My 2014 Jeep Patriot had first 5 speed manual transmission failure at
17K miles. Ratcheting noise, scarred shafts and gears, damaged
synchro's, warped case. Hi guys. I am happy to join the 2 Series family.
My previous car was an old 2000 BMW 323ci 5MT and I loved that car
for the 3 years that I owned it. Now. 5 Manual Transmission Problems
Not To Ignore. I have received from Andrew Taylor recently, whose
service and skills are second to none, in my opinion.
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I have a 2004 Mazda 3 with a manual transmission. I like the idea of collecting hard acceleration
and hard breaking events, but in my case, hard acceleration is a I have no problem with a
adjustable threshold that has the current setting.

